Notice of a public
Decision Session - Executive Leader (incorporating Policy, Strategy
and Partnerships)
Meeting to be held in consultation with Executive Member for
Economy and Strategic Planning (for agenda item 4, Inclusive
Growth Fund – update)
To:

Councillors Aspden and Waller

Date:

Wednesday, 15 January 2020

Time:

6.30 pm, or on the rising of the Joint Budget Decision
Session of the Executive Members for Executive Leader
(incorporating Policy, Strategy and Partnerships) and
Finance and Performance to be held at 5:30 pm.

Venue:

The Craven Room - Ground Floor, West Offices (G048)

AGENDA
Notice to Members – Post Decision Calling In:
Members are reminded that, should they wish to call in any item* on
this agenda, notice must be given to Democratic Services by 4:00 pm
on Friday 17 December 2020.
*With the exception of matters that have been the subject of a
previous call in, require Full Council approval or are urgent, which are
not subject to the call-in provisions. Any called in items will be
considered by the Customer and Corporate Services Scrutiny
Management Committee.

Written representations in respect of items on this agenda should be
submitted to Democratic Services by at 5.00pm on Monday 13
January 2020.
1.

Declarations of Interest
At this point in the meeting, the Executive Leader is asked to
declare:
 any personal interests not included on the Register of
Interests;
 any prejudicial interests;
 any disclosable pecuniary interests.
which they may have in respect of business on this agenda.

2.

Minutes
(Pages 1 - 4)
To approve and sign the minutes of the Decision Session held on
18 September 2019.

3.

Public Participation
At this point in the meeting, members of the public who have
registered to speak can do so. The deadline for registering is
5.00pm on Tuesday 14 January 2020. Members of the public
can speak on agenda items or matters within the Executive
Leader’s remit.
To register to speak please contact the Democracy Officer for the
meeting, on the details at the foot of the agenda.
Filming, Recording or Webcasting Meetings
Please note that, subject to available resources, this meeting will
be filmed and webcast ,or recorded, including any registered
public speakers who have given their permission. The broadcast
can be viewed at http://www.york.gov.uk/webcasts or, if
recorded, this will be uploaded onto the Council’s website
following the meeting.
Residents are welcome to photograph, film or record Councillors
and Officers at all meetings open to the press and public. This
includes the use of social media reporting, i.e. tweeting. Anyone
wishing to film, record or take photos at any public meeting
should contact the Democracy Officer (contact details are at the
foot of this agenda) in advance of the meeting.

The Council’s protocol on Webcasting, Filming & Recording of
Meetings ensures that these practices are carried out in a
manner both respectful to the conduct of the meeting and all
those present. It can be viewed at
https://www.york.gov.uk/downloads/file/11406/protocol_for_webc
asting_filming_and_recording_of_council_meetings_20160809

4.

Inclusive Growth Fund - update
(Pages 5 - 22)
This report outlines further background on the inclusive growth
challenges that York faces, the approach that will be taken to
address these through a new Economic Strategy, and the
progress that has been made in establishing the projects outlined
at the 18 September Decision Session.

5.

Urgent Business
Any other business which the Executive Leader considers urgent
under the Local Government Act 1972.

Democracy Officer:
Contact Details:
Name: Robert Flintoft
Telephone – (01904) 555704
Email – robert.flintoft@york.gov.uk

For more information about any of the following please contact the
Democratic Services Officer responsible for servicing this meeting:






Registering to speak
Business of the meeting
Any special arrangements
Copies of reports and
For receiving reports in other formats

Contact details are set out above.
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City of York Council

Agenda Item 2
Committee Minutes

Meeting

Decision Session - Executive Leader (incorporating
Policy, Strategy and Partnerships)

Date

18 September 2019

Present

Councillor Aspden (Executive Leader)

1.

Declarations of Interest

The Executive Leader was asked to declare, at this point in the meeting,
any personal interests, not included on the Register of Interests, or any
prejudicial or disclosable pecuniary interests that he might have had in
respect of business on the agenda. He confirmed he had none.

2.

Public Participation

It was reported that there had been no registrations to speak at the meeting
under the Council’s Public Participation Scheme.
There had been one written representation from Steve Galloway in respect
of Agenda Item 3 Acomb and Westfield Neighbourhood Plan Area and
Forum. In his written representation Mr Galloway welcomed and agreed
with the proposal not to include the Westfield Ward in any joint Acomb and
Westfield Neighbourhood Plan.

3.

Acomb and Westfield Neighbourhood Plan Area and Forum

The Executive Leader considered a report that sought determination on two
applications submitted by the proposed Acomb and Westfield
Neighbourhood Forum for (i) designation of a Neighbourhood Plan Area
and (ii) designation of a Forum in order to prepare a Neighbourhood Plan.
It was noted that the Executive Member for Economy and Strategic
Planning was the Ward Member for Westfield, Councillor Waller had
agreed that he should not participate in the decision relating to this item. In
accordance with the Constitution the Executive Leader will determine this
issue.
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The Development Officer was in attendance to give an update and she
confirmed that Acomb & Westfield Neighbourhood Forum had withdrawn
their application to allow their members time to consider the objections that
had been put forward and to consider available options. It was noted that
they would submit a revised application to the Council in due course.
Officers were thanked for their work and for the report.
Resolved: That;

Reason:

4.

i.

The report be noted.

ii.

Acomb & Westfield Neighbourhood Forum had withdrawn
their recent application for (i) designation of a
Neighbourhood Plan Area and (ii) designation of a Forum in
order to prepare a Neighbourhood Plan to cover Acomb &
Westfield Wards.

To allow Acomb & Westfield Neighbourhood Forum to consider
the objections that had been put forward and to consider
available options.

Establishing the York Inclusive Growth Programme

The Executive Leader considered a report that informed him that Full
Council had reallocated £300k of Leeds City Region Business Rates Pool
funding from the City Narrative project to support inclusive growth. The
Council proposes to use this fund to establish an Inclusive Growth
Initiatives Fund, which will support one-off pieces of work.
The Executive Member noted that the potential projects for the fund, which
fell under the five core themes:
•
•
•
•
•

Strengthening our approach to child poverty;
Greening the high street;
Promoting lifelong learning;
Working with small businesses to build community links; and,
Driving inclusive growth.

The Executive Leader expressed support for the potential projects.
The Head of Economic Growth Economy & Place was in attendance to give
an update and in answer to the Executive Leader advised that work on the
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project initiation documents had begun and would be brought back to future
Decision Sessions.
The Executive Member considered the options in the report and thanked
officers for their update.
Resolved: That it be agreed that Officers develop the list of proposed
inclusive growth projects into full project briefs, as part of the
Inclusive Growth Initiatives Fund.
Reason:

So that the Council develops a pipeline of projects that
positively addresses inclusive growth in the City of York.

5.
Coordinating the work of city centre agencies - Purple Flag and
safer events
The Executive Leader considered a report that set out a proposed
approach to coordinating work with residents, businesses and visitors in
York city centre through the development of Purple Flag (PF), potentially
leading to an application for Purple Flag accreditation, and the coordination
of the city’s safety advisory group (SAG).
The Head of Economic Growth gave an update and highlighted the that
Purple Flag’s objective was to raise the standard and appeal of city/town
centres evening and night time economy and was important in enabling the
city centre to work for the benefit of all users. The Assistant Director of
Planning and Public Protection noted that the Safety Advisory Group
(SAG) and Events Safety Advisory Group (ESAG) were well established
and took a multidisciplinary approach to key elements of events across the
city centre. He added that an Internal Audit report had identified the lack of
a coordinator role in SAG as a key risk and had recommended that the
Council create a post to undertake that role.
The Executive Leader highlighted that Purple Flag covered a board range
of areas. He thanked officers for their update.
Resolved: That;
i.

The proposed approach to coordination of city centre
working through the Purple Flag model be endorsed.

ii.

The creation of a new post in the Economic Growth Team to
act as Purple Flag and SAG Coordinator be approved.
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Reason:

To support growth in the city centre economy and to help
ensure that the large number of events which take place in the
city do so safely.

Cllr K Aspden, Chair
[The meeting started at 4.00 pm and finished at 4.15 pm].
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Decision Session – Executive Leader
(incorporating Policy, Strategy and
Partnerships)

Agenda Item 4

15th January 2020

Inclusive Growth Initiatives Fund – Progress and Authority to Spend
Summary
1.

Developing a more inclusive approach to supporting economic growth
and ensuring that York’s residents have the best possible access to
economic opportunities are central to the plans of the new Council
administration, as set out in the Council Plan.

2.

Consequently, as part of the July 2019 supplementary budget, Full
Council reallocated £300k of LCR Business Rates Pool funding from the
City Narrative project to support inclusive growth. This funding was
committed to an Inclusive Growth Initiatives Fund by the Executive
Leader at his decision session on 18 September 2019.

3.

This report outlines further background on the inclusive growth
challenges that York faces, the approach that will be taken to address
these through a new Economic Strategy, and the progress that has been
made in establishing the projects outlined at the 18 September Decision
Session. It seeks approval from the Executive Leader to begin
implementation of the projects.

Recommendations
4.

The Executive Leader is asked to:
1) Note the progress that has been made on developing the agreed
projects
2) Approve the commissioning of those projects as set out in paras 11 to
28
3) Delegate the funding decision for 14+ vocational training and work
(paras 21 and 22) to the Corporate Director of Children, Education
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and Communities in consultation with the Executive Leader.
Reason: So that the Council develops a pipeline of projects that
positively address inclusive growth in the City of York.
Background
5.

For economic growth to be inclusive, its benefits must be felt by all those
in society, regardless of where they live, how they make a living, and
who they are.

6.

Inclusive growth cannot have neighbourhoods that are left behind,
opportunities that are only selectively available, or a two-tier economy
where some people are doing well at the expense of others who are not.

7.

The York economy is performing strongly. We have many positives on
which to build, and our prevailing economic strategy since the 2007
crash – to focus on growing high-paid jobs in professional, scientific and
technical industries – is bearing fruit.
 There are more people than ever in work, with higher levels of
productivity than the rest of the region (see Annex A, Fig 1), and
consistent growth in GVA per hour worked over the past five years.
 Our knowledge economy is strong and growing (Fig 2), with more
than 14,000 high skilled jobs created in York since 2008.
 We have the highest level of skills of any northern city (Fig 3), and
pay in York is close to the national average (Fig 6), higher than
much of the Yorkshire region.

8.

With significant new developments, including York Central, now about to
take place, we can expect further growth in well-paid jobs. Alongside this
positive picture, we have also seen strong growth in hospitality and
social care employment, and continuing high levels of employment in
retail, despite the national decline in the high street. These lower-paid
sectors provide much of York’s part time work (Fig 5), contributing to
household incomes, but also providing some challenges. To ensure that
our growth becomes more inclusive, there are some key issues which
need to be addressed:
 Opportunities for those without high levels of skills are
decreasing, leaving workers without qualifications shut out
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from many of the emerging better paid roles, and leaving
young people who are NEET isolated from economic success
 Independent retailers, the mainstay of our city centre economy,
are facing a wide range of challenges but lack the resources of
their larger competitors
 Those dependent on part time work have few options beyond
lower-paid roles in retail, hospitality and social care.
9.

York’s economic strategy for the last 15 years has focussed on growing
the number of higher paid jobs and promoting significant regeneration
schemes such as York Central and the expansion of the University of
York. These long-term approaches have benefitted the wider economy,
but there remain a significant number of people in York who are not able
to benefit fully.

10. A new emphasis on inclusive growth is therefore proposed which will
continue to support this growth but also work much more closely with
communities, existing local employers and our anchor institutions with
the aim of opening up opportunities for York residents and growing
household disposable income.
11. The £300k budget provided by the Council through its supplementary
budget was allocated to the following eight projects by the Executive
Leader at his decision session on 18 September 2019:
 Establishing a York Poverty Commission
 Community hubs as drivers of economic growth
 Greening our commercial estate
 Community jobs fairs
 14+ vocational training and work
 Independent retail growth fund
 Mental health, wellbeing and employment
 York Economic Partnership
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Update on development of projects
Establishing a York Poverty Truth Commission
12.

Poverty Truth Commissions are being set up across the UK to bring
together individuals who have direct experience of living in poverty with
key policy and decision makers, building a shared understanding of
practical steps that can be taken to improve peoples’ lives and reduce
poverty. Nationally, the Joseph Rowntree Foundation is a key supporter
of this initiative, which has also attracted funding from Leeds City
Council, the National Lottery and the Scottish Government.

13.

Dundee and Leeds have successfully launched their own Poverty Truth
Commissions. Through an 18 month process of developing confidence
and a shared understanding, Dundee Fighting for Fairness has
developed an action plan that looks at key issues such as money,
mental health and the stigma of poverty and deprivation. The Leeds
Poverty Truth Commission has developed its Humanifesto, and is
taking practical steps on issues such as the cost of clothing children
and the importance of frontline Council staff in supporting people in
poverty. In both cities, the Commission has enabled the voices of
residents who have direct experience of living in poverty to be heard
and acknowledged, and helped employers, local government and the
third sector to understand their needs.

14.

A small group of interested organisations and individuals is currently
promoting the project in York and is seeking funding from a range of
sources, including the Council. An office base has been offered by one
organisation, and a larger organisation has been asked to act as banker
for any grants secured. Support is being provided by one of the Leeds
Commission facilitators, who is working with JRF funding to promote
and spread the model. A range of funders have indicated that they
would be interested in receiving a request to contribute to the costs of a
Commission.

15.

The model that is being established elsewhere is for an independent
group to promote the Commission, securing funding to employ a
freelance coordinator. Based on experience in Dundee and Leeds, the
total costs would be in the order of £65k-80k for a Commission, which
would take place over a two year period. Costs include independent
facilitators, events and publications. A contribution of £20k is sought
from the Inclusive Growth Fund, and other local and national funders
are also being approached.
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Community hubs as drivers of economic growth
16. York’s Community Hubs are a key element of the York Council Plan,
contributing to safer communities and culture for all. Three hubs are
already established, with a commitment to have one in every ward by
2023. The existing hubs, based in existing community buildings and
offering a range of services from public and third sector agencies, have
begun to deliver jobs fairs, volunteer development programmes and
training, and support for residents. It is clear that community hubs
improve the quality of life for many people, providing support such as
personal finance, benefits and budgeting advice in a community setting.
For further detail see: link.
17.

In order to support the growth and sustainability of the hubs, a
contribution of £40k from the Inclusive Growth Fund has been
requested by the Communities Team, who currently coordinate the
Hubs. Through continuing their work, they will promote job
opportunities, entrepreneurship and financial advice to local people.
They will also work with low-income families to learn more about the
challenges they face, such as the costs of childcare, transport, housing,
food and energy, and support the development of further inclusive
growth initiatives. The funding would be monitored and the outcomes
evaluated through a service level agreement with the Economic Growth
team.

18.

A dedicated officer in the Communities Team would:
 support the community groups running the hubs to work through
issues and consider future developments to enhance their offer;
 enable the existing hubs to further develop their support around
learning, employment and entrepreneurship;
 build connections with local businesses in order to raise awareness
of what’s going on locally and increase community engagement;
 actively seek new volunteering opportunities on an area basis in
order to increase the range of opportunities offering experience and
skills development and in return support for local projects and
businesses;
 trial at least two new hubs in wards not currently served.
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Greening our commercial estate
19.

City of York Council is landlord to over 100 businesses in York through
its property portfolio. Many of these are independent local businesses,
and many are facing the well-documented challenges of the changing
retail landscape. The York Council Plan sets out our commitments to
tackle climate change and to align our strategies to protect the
environment.

20.

Bringing these two priorities together, it is proposed that £70k of the
Inclusive Growth Fund is used to survey the Council’s commercial
tenants and the buildings they occupy to establish some workable
options which would reduce both energy and occupancy costs. The
proposed budget of would support the survey and contribute to the
early delivery of these options.

Community jobs fairs
21.

In recent years, Council-run Job Fairs at the Railway Institute and in
Acomb have helped local residents to access new employment and
learning opportunities. The York Learning team has previously run
these events, but there is no future budget provision to continue. It is
proposed that £30k of the Inclusive Growth Fund is used to fund these
fairs for the next three years. This would be provided through a service
level agreement which would include monitoring and evaluation
requirements to ensure that local residents are benefitting from the
investment through finding new or better jobs.

14+ vocational training and work
22. With the current national focus on academic attainment, our secondary
schools have few options to support young people seeking a more
vocational route pre-16. York’s Secondary Heads and Principals Forum,
working with York College, are proposing to pilot new alternative
curriculum pathways for students at 14+ to help those identified as at risk
of becoming NEET to make early steps towards employment. Work
would initially focus on the Construction and Health & Social Care
sectors, seeking to provide practical skills linked to clear economic
opportunities and provide challenge to traditional workforce gender
imbalances in those sectors.
23. The detail is still being developed, however it is proposed to make £50k
available, subject to the approval of the Corporate Director of Children,
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Education and Communities in consultation with the Executive Leader.
This would enable a pilot project to be undertaken which would explore
the feasibility of non-academic alternative pathways for all schools in
York.
Independent retail growth fund
24.

Much attention has been focussed nationally on supporting high streets
and retailers to adapt to our changing shopping habits. Independent
retailers are key to ensuring the diversity and sustainability of
neighbourhood retail areas, and groups such as Bishy Road Traders
provide a model for how these businesses can be encouraged to work
together with local communities.

25.

There are now a dozen or so traders associations in York, and the
independent retail growth fund seeks to support further development of
existing and new associations and their network, with the aim of
supporting high streets and shopping areas across the City to
strengthen their role as centres for communities. A fund of £40k is
proposed, with the evaluation criteria and process set out in Annex B to
this report.

Mental health, wellbeing and employment
26.

NESTA, the National Endowment for Science Technology and the Arts,
have established the concept of Good Help through their Health Lab.
CYC’s Local Area Coordinators are working with these Good Help
principles to support community-led work focussing on early
intervention and prevention, including work on mental health and
wellbeing. A call for proposals to NESTA for Good Help Places funding
is expected in Spring 2020.

27.

The Local Area Coordinator team wishes to make a proposal for York to
become a Good Help Place, and will require match funding of
approximately £25k. It is proposed that the Inclusive Growth Fund
provides that match funding.

York Economic Strategy and Partnership
28.

The Executive Member for Economy and Strategic Planning has agreed
an outline process to develop an inclusive Economic Strategy,
developed in partnership with residents and with the business
community. To support the development of the strategy, a process
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similar to that used for the MyCastleGateway, MyYorkCentral and
MyCityCentre consultations is proposed, building on the methodology
used in that work. Beyond the publication of the strategy, those
businesses, organisations and communities involved in its development
will be invited to join a new Economic Partnership for York, as set out in
the decision report here.
29.

It is proposed that £25k of the Inclusive Growth Fund is used to
undertake effective community based consultation to ensure that the
voices of residents and businesses drive the development of the
strategy.

30.

In summary, the proposed allocation of the Inclusive Growth Fund is as
follows:
 Establishing a York Poverty Commission: £20k
 Community hubs as drivers of economic growth: £40k
 Greening our retail estate: £70k
 Community jobs fairs: £30k
 14+ vocational training and work: £50k
 Independent retail growth fund: £40k
 Mental health, wellbeing and employment: £25k
 York Economic Strategy consultation: £25k

Consultation
31. Consultation on potential projects for the Inclusive Growth Initiatives
Fund has taken place with the Executive Leader and the Executive
Member for Economy and Strategic Planning.
Council Plan
32. The projects proposed under the Inclusive Growth Initiatives Fund will
address the following outcomes from the Council Plan:
 Good health and wellbeing;
 Well-paid and an inclusive economy;
 A better start for children and young people;
 A greener and cleaner city; and,
 Safe communities and culture for all.
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Implications









Financial – no new financial commitments. Previous commitments
within the body of the report;
Human Resources (HR) – no implications;
One Planet Council / Equalities – the proposed project to green the
Council’s retail estate will address the Council’s climate change
challenge. A number of the proposed projects will positively support
the Council’s equalities objectives;
Legal – no implications;
Crime and Disorder – no implications;
Information Technology (IT) – no implications;
Property – depending on the findings of the survey, the proposed
project to green the Council’s commercial estate will have property
implications. Any measures taken to improve the energy efficiency of
the Council’s commercial stock will need to balance commercial
viability with environmental benefits.

Risk Management
There are no specific risks identified in respect of the recommendations.
Contact Details
Author:

Chief Officer Responsible for the report:

Simon Brereton
Head of Economic Growth
Economy & Place
01904 552814

Neil Ferris
Corporate Director - Economy & Place
Report
Date

Approved

Wards Affected: List wards or tick box to indicate all

6th January 2020

All



For further information please contact the author of the report
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Background Papers:
Annexes
Annex A – Inclusive Growth Evidence Base
Annex B - Independent Retail Growth Fund Criteria and Process
List of Abbreviations Used in this Report
JRF – Joseph Rowntree Foundation
LCR – Leeds City Region
NEET – Not in Education, Employment, or Training
NESTA – National Endowment for Science Technology and the Arts

Inclusive Growth Evidence Base

Annex A

Productivity: GVA per hour worked at 2018 prices
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Job growth by skill level: York 2005 - 2018
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Figure 2: Since March 2005, 14,000 high skilled jobs have been created in York
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Figure 3: York has the highest level of skills of all northern cities
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Figure 4: Since 2009, there has been job growth in both lower and higher paid industries
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Figure 5: Part time work in York is predominantly in lower paid industries
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Independent Retail Growth Fund

Annex B

Criteria
Applicants must be:
A. An established Trader Association with a constitution,
B. A group of traders seeking to establish such an association, OR
C. A city wide not-for-profit organisation seeking to promote
independent retailers
Eligible projects
 Setting up a Trader Association – City of York Council will match
the first year contribution from traders to such a group to support
set up costs.
 Activities and events to promote the use of local traders and build
stronger links with local communities – City of York Council will
match the contribution from traders associations to such activities
and events up to a limit of £5k
 Broader projects from city or area wide organisations to promote
independent retail in York – City of York Council will match the
contribution of others up to a limit of £5k.
Funding available
Total fund is £40,000. Maximum project funding
 For established groups or city wide organisations: £5,000
 For emerging groups: £2,000
Applications limited to one per group per round.
Process
Application form is to be submitted by 30th March 2020 for the first
funding round.
Extra round(s) for funding may take place if all the money has not been
allocated in first round.
Recommendations for funding allocations will be made by a panel
comprising the Head of Economic Growth, a representative from
Finance and the Head of Regeneration Programmes, and will be
considered at an Executive Member decision session.
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